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Within the past year the Federal Government has made clear
its resolve to develop offshore oil reserves in the eastern
United States (1). If commercial quantities of oil and
natural gas are discovered in the Georges Bank, Baltimore
Canyon or South Georgia Embayment areas, it seems probable
that adjacent coasts will experience significant physical,
economic and social impacts before the end of the present
decade.

Fortunately, in the quarter century since extraction of off
shore oil became a major Gulf coast and California industry,
the nation has developed increasingly sophisticated programs
and techniques for managing its physical environment.
Given the wide range of local, state and federal regulations
which affect development of maritime ecosystems (2), and the
high level of public concern about oil industry activities,
there is now at least some possibility that the physical
excesses of the oil and petrochemicals industry can be re
duced along the highly valued recreational shores and
fishing grounds of the east.

Unfortunately, as several observers have pointed out, plan
ning tools available to assess and cope with the socio
economic impacts of offshore oil are not nearly so well
developed (3). While we possess a fairly detailed under
standing of the ways by which oil spills may disrupt coastal
ecosystems, we know relatively little, for example, about
oil-related changes in coastal resource use patterns; the
impacts of a nascent oil industry on established local busi
nesses; or the consequences of offshore oil for career
choices and residential or recreational activities in impac
ted communities.

Since the prospect of east coast oilfields is growing more
distinct, land-use planners and environmental administrators
should now be preparing to fill such information gaps and to
capitalize on oil as a potential catalyst for societal
change or to protect viable alternative livelihood patterns
and lifestyles against serious disruption.
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Some of this work is already under way. Of particular inter
est is the almost completed study by the U. S. Office of
Technology Assessment of proposed new offshore technologies
(4). This project "...seeks to evaluate how...offshore oil
and gas recovery, floating nuclear power plants, and deep-
water ports, and alternatives to these technologies - might
affect the offshore and onshore environments, the economies,
and the social structures of New Jersey and Delaware." (5)
Yet, by virture of its tripartite focus and time limitations
which rule out significant data gathering or original re
search, this effort is likely to provide only general yard
sticks with which to measure consequences of offshore oil
recovery.

More detailed study of specific onshore impacts is urgently
needed. As we begin to identify appropriate avenues for
such investigation in the United States, it is instructive
to examine the research priorities of British policy plan
ners as they struggle to cope with an offshore oil industry
of similar - if not greater - relative proportions to that
envisaged for Atlantic coast states.

Contemporary Impact Research in Britain. A recent survey of
socio-economic impact research in Great Britain identifies
40 major projects directly concerned with the consequences
of an oil industry and a larger number of indirectly rela
ted investigations (6). Approximately one quarter of the
research effort has been devoted to analyzing economic im
pacts generated by offshore oil, one quarter to assessing
sociological and legal consequences, one quarter to politi
cal and administrative ramifications, and a further quarter
to land-use planning and environmental management issues.
The types of questions which are being confronted and some
of the emerging conclusions can be illuminated with reference
to specific projects.

Faculty at the University of Aberdeen have been in the fore
front of economic impact research. Most of their supporting
funds are provided by the United Kingdom government through
the Scottish Office (7). Twenty-six working papers, together
with books, monographs and other reports have been produced
on a wide array of topics. These range from population and
housing forecasts; analyses of the location of oil refinery
capacity; employment creation in platform construction; de
mand for oilfield supplies and services; and regional econo
mic assessments. General conclusions emerging from this
work imply that the chief benefits of offshore oil are fis
cal in nature and accrue directly to the central government
rather than to immediately impacted areas. While locally
important, employment generation and business receipts are
of much lesser significance. Perhaps to the embarrassment
of its sponsors, the conclusions of this research have been
interpreted to support arguments for concentrating invest
ment in existing oil growth centers and increasing use of
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oil revenues for Scottish, as opposed to British, benefit
(8).

A second major project is concerned with evaluating the im
pact of oil on social structure, attitudes to development,
community values and lifestyles of people in sparsely popu
lated areas of northern and western Scotland (9). It is in
these regions that many of the petroleum-storage facilities,
pipeline landfalls and platform construction sites are lo
cated. The project is directed by investigators at the
Institute for the Study of Sparsely Populated Areas in Aber
deen University and is also funded by the Scottish Office.

This series of investigations has been spurred in part by
widespread public concern that traditional lifestyles and
basic industries such as fishing, textile weaving and handi
crafts will be irreparably altered - perhaps totally extin
guished - by ill-conceived industrialization associated with
oil expoitation. There is considerable disagreement between
adherents of this view point and other observers who see a
need to bring economic opportunities to these long-time de
pressed areas and to improve the life chances of their inhab
itants. Project investigators have begun to identify deep
divisions of outlook and interest between relatively poor,
working-class permanent residents ("natives") and the more
affluent summer homeowners, large landowners and national-
amenity interest groups ("white settlers"). The existence
of such a previously known but rarely documented division
within Scottish society has important public-policy conse
quences for planners and local administrators. These relate
in part to the provision of improved social-welfare services
and job-training programs which are sensitive to the needs
of regional subcultures.

A different scale of socio-economic problems is confronted
by workers at Robert Gordon's Institute of Technology (Aber
deen) . Their work concerns social responses to oil at oppo
site ends of the business spectrum. The reaction of business
leaders in existing industries as oil-related developments
begin to dominate local commerce and the often transitory
nature of oil-field employment are complementary areas of
interest. Changing patterns of business organization to per
mit links between old and new firms at the highest adminis
trative levels are objects of special concern, as are labor
turnover rates in North Sea oil rigs (10).

Oil is currently a volative topic in international politics
and offshore oil fields have become tempting targets for acts
of sabotage or terrorism. The Northern (Maritime) Offshore
Resources Study is a joint project at Heriot-Watt University
(Edinburgh) and the University of Edinburgh, which hopes to
devise a workable defense system and a control program for
marine pollution caused by terrorist activities (11). Al
though focussing on the North Sea, its conclusions are inten
ded to have wider application. Understandably, little infor
mation about interim findings is available.
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One of the more ambitious pieces of planning research is a
study of methods by which appropriate types of technical in
formation about new large developments such as platform-
construction sites and oil refineries can readily be assem
bled and reviewed as a prerequisite to obtaining planning
permission. This two-year project is staffed by Geographers
and funded through the Scottish Development Department and
the United Kingdom Department of Environment (12). Although
of central interest to planners in oil-impacted areas, it is
also designed to assess information needs concerning other
types of industrial development. This work forms part of a
general reappraisal of British development-control procedures
including a separate assessment of the usefulness of adopting
formal requirements for Environmental Impact Analyses similar
to those currently in use in the United States. Forthcoming
proposals for an "impact manual" will detail suggested modi
fications to the existing planning system including the need
for a "Project Specification Report" covering information
about the proposed plant and its processes, physical charac
teristics of the application site, employment and fiscal data,
infrastructure requirements, environmental implications and
emergency services (13).

Scholars at the University of Edinburgh's Tourism and Recrea
tion Research Unit have received funds from the Highlands and
Islands Development Board and the European Economic Community
to examine the impact of oil on the provision of leisure and
recreation services through Northwest Scotland (14). Research
tasks include extensive surveys of recreational behavior among
residents and "incomers" and estimation of future demands for
recreation facilities. Project sociologists have also begun
to analyze the role of oil employment in attracting previous
emigrants back to their original communities and the concomi
tant changes of attitude and behavior which these - by now
urbanized - exiles bring to rural and small-town environments.

Although not comparable in intent or outlook to the preceding,
the Scottish Office has also funded studies on the selection
of suitable sites for different types of oil-related industry.
These are chosen partly to reduce regional unemployment, to
make full use of existing infrastructure and to reduce visual
intrusiveness and social impacts. Of special interest to
U. S. planners are the criteria employed in progressively
reducing the list of alternative locations. For production-
platform development, for example, these include - among
others - availability of deep water and construction land;
"journey-to-work" distances for prospective employees; capi
tal costs of road improvements; land-use commitments, and
effect on landscape character (15).

The preceding represent only a few of the many studies pre
sently in progress. Others treat such diverse subjects as
the input-output structure of the Scottish economy; oil-
related labor forecasting; relationships between governmental
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decision-making scales; socio-psychiatric surveys of oil-
impacted communities, and research into the provision of
medical services for deep-sea divers.

Still other socio-economic topics are only now becoming re
cognized as important subjects for investigation. For
example, the Scottish Office expresses marked concern about
the lack of reliable guidelines for developing the inter
related pipeline, petrochemical-processing and power-
generation complexes which are now emerging in various parts
of the country. What levels of hazard are acceptable when
liquified natural gas tanks, oil refineries and, possibly,
nuclear-power stations are located near densely populated
areas? How shall such hazards be managed? Given the in
creasing frequency of oil explosions and fires in the United
States as well as Great Britain, here is an obvious area for
a concerted research effort.

Some Implications for the United States. Clearly there are
wide differences between the socio-economic and governmental
structures of Scotland and the United States. Nevertheless,
it is certain that many of the Scottish research topics would
be equally valid subjects for investigation on this side of
the Atlantic Ocean. If oil exists off the east coast, ini
tial discoveries will probably be made within the next 2 to
3 years, and the first producing wells will be in operation
before 1980. We now need to know what alternative patterns
of onshore social and physical impact are likely to be under
different sets of assumptions about location of wells, levels
of production, onshore regulatory controls, public opinion
and other factors. Without adequate data on existing socio
economic conditions; likely patterns of human responses to the
prospect of an oil industry; and recognized public strategies
for coping with onshore impacts, the potential benefits of
this new-found resource are apt to be outweighed by its dele
terious consequences for an unprepared society.
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ASSESSING THE VISUAL QUALITY OF THE COASTAL ZONE1

Thomas J. Nieman, Ph.D.
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Syracuse, New York 13210

ABSTRACT:

The visual quality of the coastal zone is an important aspect
of coastal management. However, mechanisms for objectively
analyzing visual resources in relation to the perceptions and
attitudes of coastal users is not well developed. The prob
lem is further complicated by the diverse nature of the groups
utilizing various coastal resources.

The consideration of visual quality as an important element in
the planning process is rapidly gaining support among planning
»-„-.:_- 1..__ *!._- -_J . ,...,....,__. While

One of the upshots of the confusion is the adoption, through mis
understand ing , of cosmetic policies and Implementation proced
ures, e.g., putting fences around junk yards and cleaning
trash out of streams, etc., that, while better than nothing,
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are expensive and relatively short-termed. Concomitantly,
public opinion has demanded more and Congress has responded
with the National Environmental Policy Act (Public Law 91-190,
NEPA 1969), which requires the Environmental Protection
Agency to define a workable procedure for assessing visual
quality impact. Because of the paucity of available infor
mation and research, no way presently exists for establishing
objective guidelines for application on a uniform basis to
visual quality planning.

In recent years, basically since NEPA, serious attempts have
been made to quantify and qualify various aspects of visual
quality so that they could be utilized feasibly with economic,
social, and environmental planning proposals. While these
have primarily been directed toward forestry, water resources,
highway programs, conservation and preservation areas, and
land use planning, the few studies dealing with coastal envi
ronments have been developed for the California coastline.
Unfortunately, the very dramatic natural landscapes and vis
ual quality variables which bless the California coast and
the west coast, in general, are not found on most of the other
coasts of the country. Thus, researchers are faced with the
problem of developing workable objective analytical method
ologies that can relate to relatively less exciting coastal
1andscapes.

Research interests need to be directed toward the development
of methodologies that relate to application, rather than
basic research. They may be thought of as tools to aid plan
ners and decision makers in their attempts to identify and
maintain the visual quality of the coastal area of their im
mediate concern. These would hopefully allow their use on a
level comparable with the better known and more frequently
utilized variables common to planning decisions. In this
vein, methodologies for quantifying visual quality may be
considered from two perspectives: visual assessment and user
preferences. Visual assessment Is the approach that planners
or decision makers would utilize to evaluate visual quality
so that the Implications of environmental Impacts or changes
may be better understood. User preference methodologies
involve the evaluation of user responses to certain land
scapes and landscape settings. The goal of both approaches,
however, is to allow a more objective evaluation of visual
quality so that planners and decision makers will be In a
better position to respond positively to alternative planning
proposals that deal with the visual quality of an area.

Some of the problems inherent in visual assessment and user
preferences involve the bias of the administrator or designer
of the methods by which the experience of the public Is some
what guided by the perception and attitudes of the individual
test and the individuals administering the test. Bias also
comes into play In defining the physical attributes of visual
quality. What one designer may consider Important,
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another may disregard. The range of criteria offered to the
evaluator for preference ranking may not be indicative of his
actual preference. His sophistication in this situation may
be overestimated or underestimated, thus forcing a middle-of-
the-road response. As a result, the evaluation becomes In
dicative of an average landscape with average likes and dis
likes being identified as areas of high or low visual prefer
ence .
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of their desire to maintain both the socio-economic situation
of their permanent dwelling and the high visual quality of
the unspoiled coastal environment, they often place planners
in the difficult situation of deciding whether to trade off
comfort for environmental quality or vice versa.

The third group of users is the visitors. These are mostly
recreation!sts who can be separated Into individuals who rent
a camping space for a period of a week or two, to those who
camp only on week ends, to day trippers. Each has different
requirements and thus places different demands on the visual
quality of the coastal area. Those camping the longest re
quire more facilities In terms of creature comforts, yet they
tend to desire a close proximity to the more natural areas of
the coastline. The week-end camper needs fewer facilities In
terms of creature comforts but requires more act!on-orlented
recreation activities, e.g., swimming, boating, and play
areas. Finally, there are the day trippers who come to the
coastal area to recreate for the day, with the intention of
returning to the place of residence In the evening. The con
cern here is almost totally centered around heavy use facili
ties like picnic areas, bathing beaches, playgrounds, and the
like. While their visual quality requirements may not be as
demanding In the sense of natural areas as other users, they
require far more variety. Because of this demand for variety
and their large numbers, relative to other groups, they po
tentially will be the most difficult to deal with in a
mutually satisfactory manner.

Varying socio-economic situations and use Intention would
then seem to be major Influential factors In any attempt to
successfully assess the visual quality of the coastal zone.
While the groups discussed above can be Identified and at
tempts made to Identify their stance regarding the value of
the visual resource of the coastal zone, the problem Is fur
ther accentuated by the fact that they do not utilize the
coastal areas as separate entities. Rather, there Is much
Interaction among groups in terms of dwelling location,
shdpplng facilities, social services, and recreation facili
ties. The most apparent difference is the Intensity or lack
of Intensity a certain coastal element will receiv from any
one group at any moment In time. This leads to problems for
coastal planners In that they are forced to react to politi
cal pressures similar to those any community planning agency
would face. In this situation, the problem is magnified
because of heavy seasonal use and the relatively fragile
physical ecological characters of the coastal area. Once
destroyed, It Is not likely that remedial reactions to cor
rect the situation will have much effect. At a minimum, the
cost of such actions would be extremely high, both in mone
tary terms and social reactions.

One observation in relation to the development of methods to
assess the visual quality of coastal areas Is that, for al)
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practical purposes, they are still theory. While many have
been tested and have been replicated, the results have not
been applied to real life planning situations. They have
been suggested as approaches to take and results to consider,
but they have not been processed into the comprehensive plan
ning procedures. In cases where this attempt has been made,
the results have not been processed through the implementation
procedure nor have they stood the scrutiny of numerous review
procedures. While almost everyone agrees that visual quality
Is an important aspect of the planning process, few have been
successful in gaining its acceptance on a par with economic,
social, and environmental concerns. The implication of these
and other similar problems is that more objective and rigorous
techniques should be developed so that effective evaluation
becomes the rule rather than the exception.
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EDUCATION IK LAND USE DECISION MAKING

by

Lawrence M. Schaefer
Executive Director

JS-P Education Services
21 Kerritt St.

Hamden, CT 06511

ABSTRACT. Land use planning programs are being insti
tuted in many states of our Nation in an effort to
sensibly manage our fixed resource of land and to curb
environmental pollution that results from improper
development procedures. Proper planning programs must
be developed to avert the penultimate environmental
crisis of grossly over-developed and wasted land.

The schools and citizen agencies of our Nation provide
an opportunity for crisis abscission. Through these
groups the public can be educated to recognize and
avert environmental problems.

Through the project described in this paper, public
school students and representatives of citizen agencies
have been exposed to multimedia, individualized cur
riculum materials on land use decision making which
have been developed to reflect the concerns of ecolo-
gist, geologists, geographers, economists and demo
graphers, as a result of this project, the majority of
the towns in the state of Connecticut have received
Land Use Decision Making Kits for their town or school
library. Through the Kit, the community can gain
information and skills that are essential to wise land
management practices.

"It is now understood that human act
ivity must be guided by and in harmony
with the system of relationships among
the elements of nature. Therefore the
general assembly declares that the
policy of the state is to conserve, im
prove and protest its natural resources
and environment... and to manage the
basic resources of air, land and water
to the end that the state may fufill
its responsibility as trustee of the
environment for the present and future
generations."
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This excerpt from the act creating a Department of
Environmental Protection for Connecticut emphasizes
the importance of protecting and managing one of the
State's major resources...LAND. As one reads the act,
there is continuous reference to the importance of wise
land use planning procedures; an emphasis on the par
ticipation of informed citizens in land use planning
and a basic proposition that land use decision making
be controlled by local commissions or agencies acting
in accordance with a sound set of state adopted minimal
guidelines.

Following the implementation of this Act in 1971,
several additional bills have been passed by the Con
necticut Legislature to encourage wise land use policy.
Among these are acts dealing with taxation of agricul
tural land, development of a master land use plan, and
legislation for the protection and environmentally
sound use of coastal and inland wetlands.

P.A. 155, the Inland Wetlands and Water Courses Protec
tion Act, designated the authority for mapping, regu
lating and protecting the state's inland wetlands to
locally appointed or elected commissions. While this
was a positive expression of faith in home rule, it
failed to take into account the limited information
base and lack of community awareness of the role that
wetland areas play in the general community environ
ment. In practice most towns designated their Conser
vation Commission as the regulatory body. These groups
find themselves ill-prepared to deal with the multi-
faceted problems that relate to their responsibilities.
Many towns have participated in State Department of
Environmental Protection workshops on use of natural
resource data. Unfortunately, this program rotates to
a town once every six years. Not often enough to meet
the turnover in personnel or the normal demand.
Unfortunately, at this point in time, some communities
have had to delegate the authority for local wetlands
management to the State Department of Environmental
Protection, because the towns lacked the ability to
define and regulate their wetlands.

Wetlands management is only an important first step in
the process of sound land use planning. Witness the
cases of state-wide planning in the supposed bastions
of xankee individualism, Maine and Vermont. Many
states, including Oregon and California, have statutes
protecting their entire coastline, in Connecticut,
the state legislature has mandated the protection of
the coastal wetlands and inland wetlands. This is
only a beginning of state land use planning. Addi
tional bills on Land Use are being developed by members
of the State Legislature. The issues and concerns
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relative to sound Land use decision making are obvi
ously not unique to Connecticut...they are in fact
common in most states of our Nation.

Sased upon expressed concern over the management of our
limited resources of land, water, air and minerals
many states have already taken action to deal with
major issues of land use decision making. A summary of
the laws passed by states is presented in Table 1.
Most of these laws place the responsibility for program
implementation on the shoulders of local decision
makers.

Advocates of wise land management concur on the issue
of local control within minimal guidelines established
by the state and national government. But, how can
local decision makers objectively gather and analyze
data, predict the effect of development upon various
land types and regulate environmentally sensitive areas
if they are not schooled in the basic concepts of ecol
ogy, geology, economics and geography as they relate to
land use planning? How can local decision makers
develop policy about the use of critical areas if they
are not familiar with critical land areas and the role
they play in the total environment.

THE INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACH. Most communities have
started to move toward the development of environment
ally sound land use policies. In the process there is
often a need to expose members of the community to
educational materials on the general concepts of land
use decision making. Based upon the expressed needs
of several communities in the state, E-P Education
Services, an environmental resource center, has devel
oped individualized instructional materials on land
use decision making processes under sponsorship of the
Office of Environmental Education. These materials
are designed for use by members of communities, commu
nity agencies and secondary schools.

The development of the materials has proceeded in a
unique manner. The decision makers in Connecticut's
towns have been a.8Ked to share their experience relat
ing to the need for community education in the area of
land use decision making. Their responses have shaped
the backbone of the program.

The primary instructional mode of the program is audio-
tutorial Icassette tapes and 35mm slides), intergrated
with simulation materials, programmed materials, guide
sheets, and field work. This innovative approach
allows for individualized instruction in the classroom
and also allows individual community members to study
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land use issues in their homes, on their own time, at
their own pace. The program has the potential for
students and adults to study similar material with sub
sequent benefits of increased communications in the
community.

This instructional format has been selected on the
basis of research findings of the past decade that indi
cate that effective teaching systems must:

1) Clearly state the goals of instruction in be
havioral terms so they may be evaluated.
(Mager, 1968;

2) Structure the learning environment so that
students are exposed to fundamental concepts
that can be used in future learning and pro
blem solving. (Ausube, 1968; flruner, 1§66; •
Gagne, 1963).

3) Match effective education media with a spe
cific learning event. {Jiriggs, 1967)

4) Facilitate the development of a proper at
titude toward learning and make students in
creasingly responsible for their own intellec
tual development. IDixon, 1962)

5) Provide for evaluation that keeps the learner
informed of his progress and helps the tea
cher Judge the adequacy of his teaching met-
ods. iBloom, 1971; Oronback, 1963)

6) Make allowance for aptitudinal, attitudinal,
and personality variability among students.
(Cronback, 1963; Haakonsen, 1969)

Audio-tutorial systems are designed with these para
meters in mind. In A-T system, careful attention is
given to the statement objectives, the selection of
modes of instruction, and the kinds of learning in
volved in achieving stated objectives, ideas are
presented in an orderly sequence, and students are able
to proceed at their own rate of speed.

The Land Use Decision Making Kit (L.U.D.K.) contains
fifteen audio-tutorial units consisting of:

a) 15 - 1hr. cassette tapes
b) 120 - 35mm color slides divided among the

units

c) over 350 pages of guide sheets divided among
the units

d) each unit has a set of behavioral objectives,
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worksheets, glossary, and an annotated bib
liography

e) a series of government publications to sup
plement the audio-tutorial units

f) a Citizens Guide to information on Land Use
Decision Making

g) Topgraphic and surflcial Ueology Maps
h) a set of acetate overlays

The content of each unit in the KIT can be identified
by a few Key descriptor words that are listed for each
unit on Table 2. The purpose of the list 1b to be
selective not comprehensive. A review of Table 2 can
provide an overview of the content of The Land Use
Decision Making Materials.

Because of the problems that decision makers have mak
ing their way through large amounts of instructional
material, two matrixes have been prepared that either
suggest entry into the materials by specific issues,
problems and skills or identify the content of each
unit. Tables 3 and 4 are the matrixes correlating
issues, problems or skills with the units. *or
example, an individual interested septic tank failure
could use Table 3 to identify the Geosystems, Hydro-
systems and Buildability Units as primary sources of
information on this issue. Or, if an individual was
interested in the content of the coastal wetlands unit,
they could identify the problems, issues and skill
involved in that unit by reading down the column under
the coastal wetlands.

The Coastal Wetlands unit is divided into two parts.
The first part of the unit (i hour of cassette tape)
describes the structure and function of the coastal
ecosystem. The second part of the unit starts with a
discussion of the human impact on the coastal region.
After the early discussion, the unit concentrates on
new initatives to preserve, manage, or regulate our
coastal resources. Examples of state programs as well
as the Coastal Zone Management Program are included.

However, as Table 4 indicates, the Coastal Wetlands
Unit is not the only source of information in the Kit
on the coastal region. Coastal issues are also dis
cussed in the Map Reading, Open Space, Hydrosystems,
and State-Federal Implementation Units. While coastal
issues are not directly discussed in the Economics of
Land Use or Geosystems Units, for example, many of the
principles identified are applicable to the Coastal
Zone.

Environmental quality and long-range economic welfare
go hand-in-hand in the coastal community. It is the
coastal resources that attract visitors and potential
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homeowners to these areas. The degradation of any
unique land form or the uneducated use of any ecologi
cally valuable area will ultimately result in both the
loss of the viable area and the ultimate decline of the
community. The State and Federal government can
institute wetland protection through legislative action,
but it is up to the community and its citizens to com
ply with these regulations and to work towards assur
ing the viability of the coastal resources. The Land
Use Decision Making Kit is designed to facilitate this
progress. Also, in implementing the Coastal Zone
Management Act, states must determine what role they
will play relative to local government. Determinations
must be made as to where inland boundaries defining
regulated coastal areas will be set. In addition to
jurisdictional questions, states will also have to
resolve management problems such as adequate assess
ment of choices, sound decisions on land use priorities,
public participation,public access to beaches, monitor
ing and enforcement. The Land Use decision Making Kit
is one approach at developing an informed citizery for
participation in the decision making process.
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TABLE 1.
SIATC LAND USC HtOGRAMS'

(September 1974)

Suimde CoMal
barf use ton* Mtobndi

pteiwunf* mteugr- muwftr. pbnf
mntrdla) mtrcltb) mmtli) latnffdt

Surfer
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y"
yet

__

AAmmm — NA —

yet
OMonii P V** _

y**
Cabuda P NA — yet yet

COMKtkUl P — yw yw
_.

Www P yet y**
_

florid. PmdR »*• ye* yet _

bwib
Hratl

P
PandR y«

yet
yet

y«

Idaho — NA — yw
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— y** yet
Michigan P yet yet
MktnnoU PandR T« ¥<•* m yet
MfcaMppi — yet

Mtuouri — NA _ — yet
MOAUfM — NA — yet iret
ftMrnU — NA — yet
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New Hmpviifc — 1*» y*» —

Nrajtrmr — — rw y«M —

NraMnfco — NA — J*» yet
NraTerk P — T«» yet m
Nor* Carolina P y« yet m
NorrJiDalou — NA —- yet
OUo — — — ret yet
C4UXMU — NA — yet

Owfon find ft yetfj) — *« y«
Emmtlwih P — — ye* yet
•tntWhlaad P y** m T«

VruthCarofata — »et ?*»
Soucn Bafiou — NA — — y«
Imwhc — NA — vet (I I vet

Tm — y« — — —

UUl. — NA — — _

WmnaiM find « NA ** yet —

HnJMi — y» «rt yet
WMhhflgn — y« ye* K» ye*
Wntv*|l<Ua — NA — r«*

WKOtoio P T« r« — yet
Wyontmg _ NA — y*»
GtMOl PmdR ye* — m yet
PwrtoRiro PandR

— y*» yet
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Otugrw floorf*
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m »w
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rn rw

yw »w
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**% —
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1" r"
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—
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*lmfiattont thaia State h« a program m one of
the above Citegoriet doet not romtiluie an evalua
tion of the efectivenett of ihe pfofttm. not doet ii
indicate thai ine pro^tam in bated on tsetdic
enabling legnUtcon.

NA — Noi applKable.
a. P tndtcatet the Stale hat a land we planning

program under way. Rindicate! the Slate KaiauiKwf
ly to review local plant or hat dtred rontrol.

b. StaiehatauthomylopJanorreviewlocalpUnt
or th* abiltly to control land me in the coatial zone.

C. State r^authonty to planor review locaIpUnt
or Ihtt ability to control land ute m the wetlandt.

d. State hat authority to determine the ttting ol
power plarut and irlaied lacditiet.

e. SiMehatairihoritytoresuLiteiurljcetncru/tit.

I. Stale hat ettablrthedru'ei, or it tn the proceti
of etiablithing rulet, rea;ulaiion\. and Ruklelinet for
the ideniihcattnn and detonation ol areal of critical
Mate concern (e.g.. environmentally Iragtle ateat,
attat of hitiO"cal «<k*iifirance).

g. Stale hai adopted tai inducementt 10
wtthhotd or dela* development ol open tpace (e.g.,
taaon preteni ute. rollback pena Ity.ronlraa between
the Stale and landholder* to provide prelerenlial tax
lor commitment to open-tpace wage).

h. State hat authority to regulate the ute of
ttoodplaint.

i. Only in coattal lone area.
i. Partial.
k. Tennettee Valley Authority.

SOURCE:: A Legislator's Guide to land Management. Council of State
Governments. Iron Works Dike, Lexington, Kentucky.
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corarjT of LAND USE DECISION MAKING KIT
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